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as the party committee considered it its function not to initiate
legislation, but to criticize suggested legislation from the party
viewpoint, and as the ministry had no legislative mandate,
legislation—and in a modern state unhappily there must be
legislation and a great deal of it—tended to fall into the hands of
the bureaucracy which in a modern state can continue to administer
and even to legislate for quite a considerable time even in
political chaos. The German bureaucracy taken over in 1919
with a much smaller change of personnel than might have been
expected had an extremely good administrative record won
under the empire, a high sense of responsibility, and a remarkably
comprehensive conception of the duties of paternal government.
It was as inclined to experimentation in social reform as the
Socialist party itself, and even in the most chaotic days the
Reichstag record for progressive administrative legislation was
so good as to make Germany the greatest social service state in
Europe. In the period of short-lived cabinets the bureaucracy
simply carried on in the "Conservative-Socialist" sense,* and
the minister, never sure of more than a few weeks of office and
absorbed in the party bargaining, became in most cases merely
the mouthpiece of the department of state of which he was
nominally the head. The cabinet had a programme of ideas at
the best; the legislative initiative came from the departments.
Such legislation was naturally a legislation of expedients, in
many cases merely of formal additions to existing laws. It avoided
what are called problems, and little difficulties were settled by
private negotiations. The result was that except for the foreign
political problem and that part of the financial problem which
was intimately connected with foreign politics, not a single
burning domestic issue had been raised by way of legislation.
While the nation was in disarray and pre-occupied as a whole
with the national issue and as individuals with the business of
keeping alive, the fact that problems were piling up—education,
the relations of the central to local governments, national finance,
and a score of others—did not seem to matter. But with the
* Conservative Socialism—the title of a deeply interesting book by Wickard
von Moellendorff—was a phrase invented in a government department

